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Are Portable Space Heaters
Efficient for My Home?

THE POWER
BEHIND YOUR POWER
#ThankALineman
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COMMON CAUSES OF OUTAGES
WEATHER: The most common cause for power
outages is Mother Nature. High winds can cause
widespread damage to facilities. Extremely hot
or cold weather can also cause power outages, as
unusually high heating or cooling energy demand
can overburden transformers and other electrical
equipment, causing them to fail. Lightning
strikes can cause significant damage to electrical
equipment, wires, and poles.
TREES: During high winds, tree limbs can snap and
fall into the lines causing an outage, or entire trees
can topple onto power lines which may even break
the conductor or the utility poles.
ACCIDENTS: A vehicle hitting a utility pole can
break the pole and knock lines from their overhead
perch. Excavation work can damage buried electric
lines causing an outage.

ANIMALS: Squirrels, snakes, and other small
animals and birds can climb on poles and electrical
equipment, which may cause a short circuit or
equipment to shut down.
VANDALISM: People shooting at insulators and
transformers is a sad cause for power outages in
rural areas. Thieves also steal copper wire and other
pieces of electrical equipment, which can cause
outages. Both acts of vandalism can be extremely
costly and deadly.
PLANNED OUTAGES: If a cooperative is
performing maintenance or upgrading its
equipment, it may need to temporarily turn off the
power. SCI REMC will try to notify affected members
in advance of a planned outage.

STEPS TO RESTORING SERVICE
When SCI REMC restores electric service after a
storm or other major outage event, it follows a plan
to ensure power is back on for the greatest number
of people in the shortest amount of time and in
the safest manner possible. To do that, SCI REMC
typically prioritizes restoration efforts per below.

PRIORITY 1: TRANSMISSION LINES
These high voltage lines carry electricity a long
distance from generating plants to substations (or
between substations). Since tens of thousands of
people could be served by one transmission line,
damage to these lines is usually prioritized first.
Typically, repairs to these facilities are made by our
Power Suppliers (Hoosier Energy or Duke). SCI Crews
and our System Operations focus on transferring
power to other substations that are not impacted.
PRIORITY 2: SUBSTATIONS
These electrical facilities contain equipment that
transforms the high voltage supplied from the
transmission lines to a distribution voltage level (for
SCI REMC, this is 12,470 Volts). If problems are taken
care of at the substation, power to a large number of
people can be restored by a single repair.
PRIORITY 3: MAIN DISTRIBUTION LINES
These lines carry electricity from the substations
to groups of consumers, like towns or housing
developments. These lines can be overhead or

underground and are often located along roadways.
When power is restored to a distribution line, all
members served from this line will see their power come
on unless there is a problem farther down the line.

PRIORITY 4: TAP LINES
These lines tap off the main distribution line to utility
poles and underground transformers outside houses
or buildings. They usually serve smaller numbers of
members.
PRIORITY 5: INDIVIDUAL SERVICE
These lines run from the transformer to the individual
consumer’s electric meter. A problem here usually
only restores a single member.
WAYS TO REPORT AN OUTAGE:

1. Visiting sciremc.com and clicking
“Report an Electric Outage.”
2. TextPower, sciremc.com/textpower
3. Calling (800) 264-7362
or (765) 342-3344
For outage map, visit
sciremc.maps.sienatech.com

